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Aixtract 
Hofbauer, D., Termination proofs by multiset path orderings imply primitive recursive derivation 
lengths, Theoretical Computer Science 105 (1992) 129- 140. 
It is shown that a termination proof for a term-rewriting system using multiset path orderings (i.e. 
recursive path orderings with multiset status only) yields a primitive recursive bound on the length of 
derivations, measured in the size of the starting term, confirming a conjecture of Plaisted (1978). This 
result holds for a great variety of path orderings, including path of subterms ordering, recursive 
decomposition ordering, and the path ordering of Kapur et al. (1985) if lexicographic status is not 
incorporated. The result is essentially optimal as such derivation lengths can be found in each level 
of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, even for string-rewriting systems. 
1. Introduction 
Termination proof methods have attracted much attention in the last years, since 
they are essential for a great variety of verification methods, especially concerning 
functional and logic programming languages. Among others they include completion 
methods and inductive proofs [4, 51. Termination proof techniques developed in the 
theory of term rewrite systems turn out to be applicable to conditional rewriting and 
logic programming in a more general setting [7, 163. 
In order to investigate the power as well as the limitations of different termination 
proof methods, it is natural to ask how long derivation sequences can be if a certain 
ordering is used. In contrast to [6], where ordinal types of reduction orderings are 
investigated, in [9] the derivation heights of terms w.r.t. a finite term rewrite system 
are considered. 
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The deriz;ation height of a term t w.r.t. a rewrite system R is defined as the length of 
a longest derivation sequence using R starting with t: 
dh,(t):=max{mcFV 1 there is a term s such that t(+R)m~J. 
Looking at all terms of bounded size, we get a unary function on nonzero natural 
numbers: 
Dh,(k):=max{dh,(t)Isize(t)<k). 
Note that it is enough to consider ground rewrite sequences, since a given sequence 
containing variables can be turned into a ground sequence of the same length by 
applying any ground substitution to it. (Throughout the paper we assume the 
existence of constant symbols in all signatures and, thus, the existence of ground 
terms.) 
In [9] it is shown, for example, that proving termination via polynomial interpreta- 
tion yields a double exponential upper bound on the derivation height, whereas if 
using the Knuth-Bendix ordering nonprimitive recursive lower bounds are possible. 
In this paper we deal with another important class of reduction orderings, the 
rnultiset path orderings, introduced by Plaisted [17] and Dershowitz [3] (for alterna- 
tive definitions see [13, 81). We show that they imply a primitive recursive upper 
bound on the derivation height and that this result is essentially optimal as such 
derivation lengths can be found in each level of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, even for 
string-rewriting systems. Cichon [2] appears to have arrived independently at similar 
results. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notations of term-rewriting 
systems (see [S, 131 for surveys). We just recall some of them. 
A term-relyrite s~stern R consists of a set of term pairs l+r, the rules of R, where 
1 and r are terms over a signature C, possibly containing variables from a set I/. Since 
we are concerned with terminating systems, i.e. systems not allowing infinite rewrite 
sequences, all variables occurring in r also occur in I and 1 itself is not a variable. 
Let r be a term; t/u denotes the suhtem oft at occurrence U, where the set Occ(t) of 
occurrences consists of lists of natural numbers denoting positions in t; the outermost 
symbol of a term occurs at empty list h. Occurrences are partially ordered by L’ < u iff 
3w # h: LVV= U. occ(t) := (u~Occ(r) 1 t/u+ V) denotes the set of nonmriahle occurrences 
in t. Let size(t):=IOcc(t)( be the size of t and var(t):= {.YE VI 3u~Occ(t): t/u=,> the 
set of variables occurring in t. We use top(t):=f‘ iff t=f(tI, . . . . t,) (n>O) and 
t//u := top(t/m) for UEOCC(~). Applying a rule 1 -+r in term t means choosing a substitu- 
tion 0 and an occurrence u in t such that tj’u = lo and replacing the subterm at this 
position by ro; this reblyrite step thus results in t [u tra]. The one-step rewrite relation 
is +R, %‘H its reflexive and transitive closure. 
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Permutative equivalence - on terms is defined by f(tl, . . . , t,)-g(s,, . . , s,) 
(n,m~0)ifff=g(thus,n=m)andVi(1~i~n):ti-s,,,,forapermutationnof{1,...,n). 
Let >, be a quasiordering (i.e. a transitive and reflexive binary relation) on a set T. 
The strict ordering > and the equivalence z induced by B are >\< and >nd, 
respectively. By mult > we denote the multiset extension of >. The lexicographic 
extenson lex > on lists (tl , . , t,) and (sr , . , s,) over Tof same length in nonincreasing 
order (i.e. tl 2 ..I at,, and sr3...3s,) is defined by (tl,...,tn)lex>(S1,...,Sn) iff n>O 
and (rr>s, or (tlzs, and (tz ,..., f,),,,> (s2 ,..., s,))). 
In Section 5 we will need an order-preserving homomorphism from ordered lists of 
natural numbers to natural numbers. 
Let sort, be a function of arity n + 1 on natural numbers such that sort,(kr , . , k,, i) 
is the ith number in a nonincreasing permutation of { k, , . . , k,}. Formally (n 2 i 3 l), 
sort,(kr , . . . . k,, i) := k,(i) where 7c is a permutation of (1, . .., n} 
such that knc1,3 ... 3 k,(,,. 
Define q,, to be the n-ary function on naturals (n>O) such that qo:= 1 and (using 
binomial coefficients) 
,.,(k,;..,.,:=~( 
sort,(k,, . . . . k,,i)+n-i+ 1 
sort,(kr, . . ..k.,i) > 
for n>O. 
i=l 
Lemma 2.1. Let kI, . . . . k,,lI, . . . . I,EN, n>O. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
qn(k 1, . ..rk.)=qn(k,~l,, . . . . k,(,,,) .for any permutation n of { 1, . . , 
qn(kI, . ..) ki+ 1, . . . . k,)>q,(k,, ...) ki, . . . . k,) (monotonicity). 
Vi (1 <i<n): qn(kI, . . ..k.)>ki. 
Zf k, >...>k,>O (1 <j<n) then 
q~(k~,.~.,kj,O,...,O)>q~(k~,~~.,kj-l~kj-l~...,kj-l). 
If k13...3k,,, 1,>...31,, and (kI,...,k,),,,> (lI,...,ln) then 
q,(k 1,...,k,)>q,(l,,...,l,). 
Proof. (I), (2) and (3) are trivial. For (4) note that 
q,(k,,...,kj,O,...,O)-q,(kl,..., kj-I,kj-l,..., kj-1) 
=( kj’n~~+‘)+(n_jl_~ (k - lcn;i+ I) 
i=j 
(5) is an easy consequence from (I), (2) and (4). 0 
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3. Multiset path orderings 
Recursive path orderings (or multiset path orderings as they are named in [S]) are 
based on a (partial) ordering > on the set of function symbols; this precedence is 
extended to a (partial) ordering >MPo on terms. 
Definition. For a given precedence >, the multiset path ordering >MPO on terms is 
defined by 
t:=f(tl, . . . . tn) >MPO ds 1 ,...,. 7,)‘:s (n, m>O) 
iff 
(1) 3i (1 <idn): fi &pOs (where >MPo stands for >~poU~), Or 
(2) f>g and Vj (1 <j<m): t >MpOSj, or 
(3) f=~ (thus, n=m) and {t~,...,tn~mu~t~MPO{s~,...,sn). 
Thus, for example, precedence a>b>c>f would yield f(c,f(b, a))- 
f(f(a, b), c) >Mpo f(a, f( b, c)). Multiset path orderings are simphjkation orderings, i.e. 
they are monotonic w.r.t. contexts (if t 2 MpOs then t’[Utt] kMPO t’[u-s]), they 
contain the subterm relation (t> Mpot/u), and they are stable w.r.t. substitutions (if 
t&pos then ta IMPOST); thus, >MPO is Noetherian. The congruence induced by 
kMPO coincides with permutative equivalence. As can easily be seen, multiset path 
orderings are incremental, i.e. if a precedence z is extended to >‘z > then we have 
>hpo2 >Mpo. Total precedences, thus, allow to orient more rules and, therefore, 
allow longer derivation sequences; that is the reason why in the sequel we restrict our 
investigations to the total case. Here for ground terms t, s we have t >MPO s or t-s or 
s >MPO t. 
Lemma 3.1 gives a slightly different characterization of IMP0 for total precedence. 
For term t and symbol f define (2 denotes the reflexive closure of 2) 
front (t,f):=jtl~occ(t)(t//u~f and V’v<u: f>t//L’}u{uEOcc(t)I t/uEV}. 
Lemma 3.1. For terms t, s, tl, , t,, sl, . , s, and total precedence, we haue: 
(i) t >MPO s $f VuEfront(s, top(f)): t>MPos/u, 
(ii) .f(tl, . . . . t,,)~~po.f(s1,...,sn) ~~fStlr...,tn}mult~MPO{sl,~.~,Sn}, 
(iii) for top(s)>f: f(tl, . . . . t,,)>MpOs # Ii (1 <i<n): ti >MPOs. 
Proof. All the “if” claims are immediate consequences of the definition. “Only if” ((iii) 
is trivial): 
(i) If t>MPO~ then Vu~Occ(s): f >MPos/u since s kMPOs/u. 
(ii) Let f(tI, . . . . t,) >Mpof(sl) . . . . S,) :=S and ti 2~~0s. 
Since ti>MPo s>MPosj for allj (l<j,<n) we have {ti}m”lt~MPo{S1,...,Sn}; thus, 
ItI?. ~~,fn)mul,)-MPO{Slr~~~~Sn}~ q 
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4. The lower hound 
In this section, for each level E, in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, which exhausts the 
primitive recursive functions ([l, IS]), a rewrite system is given such that the 
corresponding function Dh is in E,+ 1 but not in E,. This shows that no single 
primitive recursive upper bound on the derivation height for all rewrite systems with 
multiset path-ordering termination proofs exists. 
Even if string rewriting is considered, this remains true as the examples use unary 
symbols only (note that multisets are not really involved here since {t}mult>MPo {s} iff 
t >MPO + 
Consider the (infinite) signature C, containing unary function symbols {Ui 1 iEN} 
and a single constant E. 
Let R, (MN) be (finite) rewrite systems, consisting of the rules (06 i<n, XE V) 
ai+ I E-+a0a06 
Ui+lUoX+UiUi+lX. 
Theorem 4.1. (1) R, has a termination proof by multiset path orderings. 
(2) DhR~~K,+I\E, for n32. 
Proof. (1) Use precedence > defined by ai+ 1 >Ui for i > 0. 
(2) Since R, is terminating and confluent (no critical pairs) and each ground term is 
irreducible iff it contains symbols a, and E only, total unary functions Cli (0 < i < n) on 
N can be defined by 
xi(k) := m iff ai&& 5R, arc. 
Note that all terminating derivation sequences starting with the same term have equal 
length. We have 
ao(k)=k+l and ai+I(k)=Mf(2) (fori30). 
(thus, cc,(k)=k+%, cc,(k)=2k+2, cx3(k)=2k+2 -2, etc.) as can easily be verified. 
We use Dh,,(k)=max{dhR,(t)~size(t)dk}=dhRn(uf:-’8) (k>O). 
The last equality can easily be proven by induction on k using the following facts 
(i,k>O, n>i): 
6) ai+,(k)>k+ 1, 
(ii) ai(k+ l)>cXi(k), 
(iii) Xi+,(k)>Ui(k), 
(iv) dhR,(ai+,ai+‘E)>dhR (ai+ I&E), 
(v) dhR”(ai+lu:,&)~dh,,(u~uk,&), 
(vi) dh,,(aj, . . . aj,,,aiak,E)=dh~,(~j, . ..aj_a”o’k’~)+dhR.(aiUlrg~). 
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Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) are straightforward. 
(iv) holds since 
(using dh(t)>dh(t/u) for term t and occurrence u in r). 
(v) is proven by 
dh,,(U,+ *E)= 13dh,,,(Uie) 
and 
dh,,,(ui + 1 ako+ ’ E)= 1 +dh,~(UiUi+ 1 Uko&) 
= 1 +dhR,,(~~iU~+‘(~)~)+dh~,,(Ui+1U~&) 
>dh,,z(UiU$+ “k’~)>dhR,(UiUb+ ‘E) (by (i) and (iv)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Conclusion). In order to classify DhR,, we define (i, k, m>O) 
Since ukg+“‘t: and arc are in normal form w.r.t. R,, and since dh,~(a~~:u~s)= 
(m+ l)+dh,,,(u:+la~u~~)=(m+ l)+dh,~((a~~~c)+dh~,, (u~+~u$~‘~‘E), we get the 
following recursion for Si( k, m): 
S,( k, m) = 0, 
S,+,(O, m)=O, 
6;+l(k+ 1, m)=(m+ 1)+6i(m, 2)+6i+r(k, ri+l(m)). 
This recursion (recursion with parameter substitution) can be eliminated: 
k-l 
6i+,(k, m)= C (1 +%!+I (m)+di(Xi+,(m), 2)). 
j=O 
Then ?.k,m.di(k, m)EEi+ I (f or i>l) follows from ~~k.cci(k)EEi and /lj,k.af(k)EEi+l 
(i>2) (see e.g. [lS]) by induction on i using i.k,m.6,(k,m)=i,k,m.k(k+m)~E2 and 
the fact that Ei (i > 2) is closed under composition and bounded sums. Thus (for n 3 l), 
On the other hand, DhR,,(k+3)=S,(k+2,0)>xf:f’(0)=cc~(2)=~,+r(k) (n32, 
k 3 0). Thus, x, + 1 $ E, [ 181 implies that Dh,,,$E,,, for, otherwise, c(,+ 1 could be defined 
by limited recursion from functions in E,, and, hence, would be in E, itself. 0 
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5. The upper hound 
In order to show primitive recursive upper bounds for derivation lengths of rewrite 
systems that have termination proofs via multiset path orderings, we define primitive 
recursive monotone interpretations for these systems. A monotone interpretation r [ 14, 
151 associates a monotonic n-ary function fr on natural numbers with each function 
symbol f of arity II, i.e. we have 
Vi (l<i<n): if ki>k then f,(kr ,..., ki ,..., k,)>f,(kr ,..., k ,..., k,). 
A (total) function T from ground terms to natural numbers is then defined by (n > 0) 
T(f(t, , . . . > tn)):=f,Wl), . . ..Qt.)). 
If a rewrite system R is reducing ,for 7, i.e. if t+R s implies t(t)>~(s) for all ground 
terms t and s then R is obviously terminating; more precisely, for ground terms t we 
get dh,(t) d s(t) since every reduction step decreases the interpretation at least by one. 
As an easy consequence, we arrive at the following upper bound on the derivation 
height of R. 
Lemma 5.1. Let p be a strictly nlonotonic unary function on N such that ,fi)r all fEC, 
kEN 
Then & a rewrite system R that is reducing .for T we have (for n >O) Dh,(n)<p”(O). 
Proof. Since dh,(t) d r(t) for ground terms t, we have Dh,(n) d max {I 1 size(t) <n}; 
it remains to be shown that T(t)<psiZe(f) (0). (Note that strict monotonicity yields 
p(k) 3 k for all k 3 0; thus, pi+ ’ (0) 2 p’(O).) This is proven by structural induction on t: 
r(c)= cr<p(0) for constant symbol c, 
otherwise 
7(.f(tl,...,f,))=.f,(7(t1),...,7(t,)) 
<,fr(ps-)(0), . ..,psizeyO)) 
(by induction hypothesis and monotonicity off;) 
~~~(max~psizecf”(0), . . ..psiZecf*~)(0)f. . . . 
max (psiZe(fl)(0), . , pSiZe(‘n’(0)}) 
<p(max {psizec’l)(0), ,psiZe(‘n)(0)}) 
= 1 +max{size(rl). 
P size(r,,))(O) 
GP 
size(0(0), q 
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In what follows we fix a finite rewrite system R over signature .Z and a total 
precedence > on Z. 
Let d:=max{depth(r)I(l+r)ER}, h w ere depth(x):=0 for variables x, depth(c):= 1 
for constants c and depth(f(t,, . . ..t.)):= 1 +max{depth(t,), . . ..depth(t.)} for n>O. 
In order to give an appropriate monotone interpretation for the proof of the main 
theorem, we define unary functions ps and Pf and an n-ary function fr for each 
function symbol ~EC of arity n (k, k, , . . , k,E N, q,, from Section 2): 
p,(( k) := k + 1 if f is minimal w.r.t. >, else 
pr(k):=max(h,(k,...,k)I h~C,f>h}+k 
PJO):= 1 and qr(k+ l):=l +p$(Ps(k)) 
fr(k,,...,k,):=P,(q,(k,,...,k,)) 
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 state some basic properties of this interpretation; the main lemma 
then relates r to multiset path orderings. 
Lemma 5.2. For all ,fEC, k, kI, . . . , k,gN and ground terms t,s: 
(i) ps( k + 1) > ps( k) (monotonicity) and ps( k) > k, 
(ii) PJ k + 1) > Ps( k) (monotonicity) and Ps( k) > k, 
(iii) ,f,>O for constant symbol ,1; otherwise 
Vi( 1 < i < n): .f,( k,, . , ki + 1, . , k,) >fr( k, , . . . , ki, . . , k,) (monotonicity) 
and f;(k,, . . . . k,)>ki, 
(iv) t(t) >O, 
(v) if‘t-s then s(t)=T(s), 
(vi) VuEOCC(t): T(t)>T(t/U). 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are shown by simultaneous induction on >: 
Let f be minimal w.r.t. >. 
Then p/(O)=1 >O and p,(k+ l)=k+2>k+ 1 =ps(k) (thus, p/(k)>k) and 
P,(O)=l>O and P,(k+l)=l+pd,(P,(k))=l+P,(k)+d>P,(k) (thus, Ps(k)>k). 
Let ,f be not minimal w.r.t. >. 
Then 
ps(0)=max{h,(O,...,O)lf>h}>O (by induction hypothesis) 
and 
p,(k+l)=max{h,(k+l,...,k+l)If>h}+k+l 
> max { h,( k, . . , k) 1.f >h) + k (by induction hypothesis) 
=Pf(k) (thus, pf(k) > k); 
hence, 
P/(O)= 1 >O and Ps(k+ l)= 1 +p$( Pf(k))>Ps(k) (thus, Pf(k)>k). 
In both cases we have 
(for n30) .f,(O, . . . . O)=Pf(qn(O ,..., 0)) > 0 (using Lemma 2.1(3) and q0 = 1) 
and 
(for n>O) j;(k, ,..., k,+l,..., kH)=Pf(qrz(kl, ...,ki+1,...3kn)) 
> ef(qn( k,, . , k,)) (using Lemma 2.1(2)) 
(thus, for n>O: f,(k,, ...) k,)>ki). 
(iv), (v) and (vi) are easy consequences. (Use Lemma 2.1(l) for (v).) 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let HEN, ~EC and t he a term such that depth(t)<d and Vucocc(t): 
f >t//u, ler CJ be a ground substitution and rnEN such that VXEvar(t): maT(Xa). Then 
p?(m) 3 r(to). 
Proof. By induction on d. If d=O then we have py(m)=m> r(ta) since t is a variable 
in this case. Let d>O. If t is a variable then p;(m)>m &(tcr) by Lemma 5.2(i). If 
t=h(tl, . . . . t,) we get p~(m)=pf(pdf-l(m))~h,(p~-‘(m), . . ..P~-‘(m))3h.(r(tla), . . . . 
r(t,a))= r(ta) by usingf >h, the induction hypothesis and monotonicity of h,. 0 
Main lemma. Let t, s be terms such that t > MPo s and depth(s) d d. Then jbr all ground 
substitutions 7: s(Q) > z(sp). 
Proof. By structural induction on t. Since t$ V, we have t =,f(tl, . . . . t,), n 30 and (by 
Lemma 5.2 (v)) s(tl y)> ... 3 r(t,y) w.l.0.g.. 
Let n = 0, i.e. t be a constant symbol. For var(s) c var(t), s is ground and we have to 
show s(,f)>T(s). Now Lemma 5.3 is applicable since ,f>MPo s implies Vu~Occ(s): 
f >s//u; var(s)=0 allows us to choose m=O; hence, we have p$(O)>z(s). 
Thus, ~(.f)=j;=P,(q~)=P~(l)= 1 +p$(l)>p$(o)3T(S). 
Let n>O. Define m:=max{,f,(k, ,..., k,)l(t(t,y) ,..., T(t,y)),,,>(k, ,..., k,)}. Let 
so be that term which results from replacing all subterms in s at occurrences in 
front(s,f) by distinct new variables; let CJ be the (unique) ground substitution on 
var(s,) such that s,o=sy. 
Claim. VXEvar(s,): m>~(xa) 
Proof. (a) If X=so/u for an occurrence u such that S/UE V then var(s)c var(t), t$ V, 
and n >O (since var(t) # 8) together imply 3i (1 d i < n) 3U~OCC(ti): t,/v = x. Thus, using 
Lemma 5.2(Vi), We have T(tiY)>T(tijt/v)=T(Xjj)=T(XC). 
Since (~(t~;'),...,r(t,y), r(ti+l;~),...,r(t,,y)),,,> (r(tly),...,r(tiy)- l,O,...,O), Lemma 
2.1(3) together with Lemma 5.2(ii) yields m3f,(s(tI~), . . ..r(tiy)- 1, 0, . . ..O))= 
Ps(4n(5(tl:‘)r . . ..T(ti~)- 1,0, . . ..0))3Ps(~(~ii.))>~(ti?il)3~(~~). 
(b) If x = so/l! for an occurrence u such that s//u =.f; by Lemma 3.1 (i) and (ii) we have 
(tl,...,t,,).m”ll~MPoIsI~. I,..., s1u.n); thus, by induction hypothesis 
(r(t,‘Y)> . ..rT(t.l’))mu,t > (s((.s/u. l);,), . ..) z((.s/u.n)~)) 
= (T(.S;'/U. I), . . . . T(Sy/U.Pl) ;. 
Since 3 on natural numbers is total, mu,t > specializes to ,ex > if multisets are turned 
into lists in nonincreasing order (recall that r(t, II)> ... >r(t,y)): 
(r(lr;‘), . . . . t(t,,;‘)),,,> (T(sY/U.n(l)), . . ..r(sj‘/u.n(n))) 
for a permutation rr of [I, . . ..?I. such that ~(~;‘/~.71(1))~...~~(s;‘/~.n(n)). 
Thus, 
mhf;(r(S;‘lU.71(1)), . . ..T(S.‘/U.Tl(rl))) 
=T(.f‘(S/h.7C(l)),...,S/U.7[(17))~) 
= r(f‘(.s/u. 1, , .s;u.II)~) (by Lemma 5.2(v)) 
=T((S/il)~)=T(.W). 
(c) If x = so/u for an occurrence u such that s//u>J by Lemma 3.1(i), (iii) we have 
n>O and 3i (l<i<n): ti>MPo s/u. Thus, using the induction hypothesis, z(tiy) 3 
t( (S/U)?) = t( (so,/u)0) = (. 7 YO , ) and we conclude as in case (a). 
Proof of main lemma (Cotzclusion). To complete the proof we use Lemma 5.3 with 
term sO. 
Let k r, . . . . ~,,EN such that (r(tIy), . . . . t(t,~)),~~> (k,, . . . . k,) and j;(k,, . . . . k,)=m. 
Then 
r(r;‘)=.f,(r(rr Y), . . . . r(r,,y)) 
= P.&Ar(rI ;9, 1 &;9)) 
>Pf(l l tq,(k,,...,kJ) (by Lemmas 2.1(5) and 5.2(ii)) 
= 1 +P~vf~YnbL . . ..kJ)) 
= 1 +p~(.L(~1,...,U) 
= 1 + p;.(m) 
>r(s04 (by Lemma 5.3) 
=T(s;'). u 
Theorem 5.4. Let R be u jinire rewrite system such that 1 >MPO r ,for all rules l+r in R. 
Then Dh, is primitiw recursively hounded. 
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Proof. Let p(k)=max{f,(k, . . ..k)(f~C}. Then Dh,(k)<pk(0) by Lemma 5.1 and the 
above main lemma. Since all functions fr are primitive recursive (as can easily be seen 
from their defining equations), lbk.p(k) and i,k.pk(0) are primitive recursive too. 0 
Corollary. The above theorem holds also if multiset path orderings are replaced by 
uny of the following reduction orderings: PSO (path of subterms ordering [17]), RDO 
(recursive decomposition ordering [lo]), KNS (the path ordering of Kupur et al. [12]), 
IRD (improved recursiue decomposition ordering [19]), PSD (path of subterms ordering 
on decompositions [20] ). 
This is due to the fact that for total precedence and on ground terms all these 
orderings are the same as shown by Rusinowitch [19] and Steinbach [20]. 
6. Concluding remarks 
It was shown that termination proofs using multiset path orderings yield a primi- 
tive recursive upper bound on the length of derivations, measured in the size of the 
starting term. This is true for many other path orderings as long as status is restricted 
to multiset status only. 
If lexicographic status is allowed, derivation lengths are obtained where no such 
bounds exist. For example, termination of the one rule system 
ack(s(.x), s(J.))+ack(.x, ack(s(x), y)) 
can be shown using the recursive path ordering with status of Kamin and L&y [ll]. 
However, the derivation height of terms grows essentially as fast as Ackermanns 
function and, thus, is not primitive recursively bounded. 
As derivation lengths of rewrite systems with termination proof by multiset path 
orderings can be found in every level of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, our result is 
essentially optimal. 
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